
Excerpts from Col. P. E. Connor's full and official report

On my arrival on the field I found that Major McGarry had dismounted the cavalry and

was engaged with the Indians who had sallied out of their hiding places on foot and

horseback, and with fiendish malignity waved the scalps of white women and challenged

the troops to battle, at the same time attacking them. Finding it impossible to surround

them, in consequence of the nature of the ground, he accepted their challenge.

The position of the Indians was one of strong natural defenses, and almost inaccessible to

the troops, being in a deep, dry ravine from six to twelve feet deep and from thirty to

forth feet across level table-land, along which they had constructed steps from which they

could deliver their fire withfout] being themselves exposed. Under the embankments they

had constructed artificial covers of willows thickly woven together, from behind which

they could fire without being observed.

After being engaged about twenty minutes I found it was impossible to dislodge them

without great sacrifice of life. I accordingly ordered Major McGarry with twenty men to

turn their left flank, which was in the ravine where it entered the mountains. Shortly

afterward Captain Hoyt reached the ford three-quarters of a mile distant, but found it

impossible to cross footmen...Up to this time, in consequence of being exposed on a

level and open plain while the Indians were under cover, they had every advantage of us

fighting with the ferocity of demons. My men fell fast and thick around me, but after

flanking them we had the advantage and made good use of it.

I ordered the flanking party to advance down the ravine on either side, which gave us the

advantage...At this point I had a company stationed, who shot them as they ran out. But

few tried to escape, however, but continued fighting with unyielding obstinacy,

frequently engaging hand to hand with the troops until killed in their hiding places.
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The most of those who did escape from the ravine were afterward shot in attempting to

swim the river, or killed while desperutely fighting under cover of the dense willow

thicket which line the river bank...

The enemy had about 300 warriors, mostly well-armed with rifles and having plenty of

ammunition...The position of the Indians was one of great natural strength, and had I not

succeeded in flanking them the mortality in my command would have been terrible.
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